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In order to be effective, gr<Kluitte study is in l.vge mHAft ...,._. .
therefore encourilged to be thoroughly familiv with this . . . . . .
into his program of study.
The Bovd of Visitors, the ~ministr•tion, and the fKUily al
University •re committed to • policy of eqwl opportunitY In
to rKe, creed, sex, or n.tion.1 origin.
Correspondence slMMJld be .ddressed to: Office of Sludlnl
Educ•tion, Virgini• Cornmonwe.ith University, Oliver Hall. llc:llm-•
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1976-1977 Graduate Calendar
F~I

Semester

August
1

-

24
24-25
24-26

-

30-Sept.3
30

-

September
6
24

-

Labor Day
Last day for fall degree candidates to
applications to advisors for December

October
16

-

Graduate Record Examination

November
1
1-12

-

Advance registration, Evening Collele
Advising and advance registration for
spring semester
last day to drop a course with grade al
Thanksgiving holiday begins at 1 p.m.
Thanksgiving holiday ends at 1 p.m.

13

24
28

-

last day for graduate students to
etc., for admission to a degree ~
General faculty meeting at 10:30 Lm.
Evening College registration
Advising and registration for contl
students
Add/drop and late registration for Ill
Oasses begin at 8 a.m.

Last day to submit an application for admission or readmission
- to a degree program for spring semester
_ Last day of da~ classes for fall semester
_ Final examinations for ~all ~mester day classes
_ Graduate Record Examination
.
_ Final examinations for fall semester, Evening_College
_Final date for oral defense of graduate theses for December
completion of degrees
_ Christmas vacation begins at 12 noon except for Sunday classes
_All fall semester grades due in registrar's office by 9 a.m.
_ Conferral of degrees for December graduates

_ Christmas vacation ends at 8 a.m.
_ Evening College registration
_ Advising and registration for continuing, readmitted, and new
students
- Registration for non-degree seeking day students
- Graduate Record Examination
- Oasses begin at 8 a.m.
- Add/drop and late registration for all students
- Last day for spring degree candidates to submit graduation
applications to advisors for May degrees
- Last day to file student teaching, practicum, and internship
applications with School of Education for Summer Sessions,
1977.

- Graduate Record Examination
- Last day to file student teaching, practicum, and internship
applications with School of Education for fall semester, 1977.
- Spring vacation begins at 12 noon
- Summer advance registration begins
- Spring vacation ends at 1 p.m.
- Advising and registration for continuing students for fall
semester
-

Last day to file student teaching, practicum, and internship
applications with School of Education for spring semester, 1978.
- Last day to drop a course with grade of 'W'
- Graduate Record Examination
- Last day of day classes for spring semester
- E~ing College examinations
- F~nal examinations for spring semester day classes
- Final date for oral defense of graduate theses for May
graduation
- All spring semester grades due in registrar's office by 9 a.m.
- Commencement

·11
July
8

August
19

27

-

-

Graduate Record Examination

Final date for oral defense of
completion of degrees
- Conferral of degrees for August gradui-~

GENERAL INFORMATION
PURPOSES AND OBJECTIVES Of THE UNMRSllY
Purposes

Virginia Commonwealth University shall endeawr to
vironment nurturing and stimulating teachin& research,
the needs of urban life in the Commonwealth, it will slrM
suit of knowledge and the dissemination of professional
Ob;ectives

To commit itself to creative and varied programs of
sultation, contributing to the improvement of the qullltY
communities.
To promote and develop programs of continuing and
vant to contemporary society.
To provide an educational climate which will stimulate In
commitment to learning and service, which will develoP
vation to work toward the realization of individual and
and which will set for the student an example of excellenCI&

GENERAL INFORMATION
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nd maintain an environment of educational excellence which will

~ivate faculty to pursue their work in accordance with the highest
standards.
·

the imaginative power of the arts and humanities in reflecting the
t~e human condi~ion; to ackn~~l
role of the arts in changing behavior; and to provide opportunities
the university and the Commonwealth to m~imize their relevance,
~.i.lfMdually, in the self-realization of the student, and publicly, in exhibipertormance.

and aspirations of society_and of

illlll:alerlnent existing institutions of higher learning by providing programs of
urban character, thus enhancing the educational opportunities of the
Ith.
•
.

C.ommonwealth University traces its founding back to 1838 when the
College of Virginia was established as the medical department of
Sydney College. This medical college was united with Richmond ProInstitute in 1968 to create the new university.
Commonwealth University has two designated campuses but operates
institution. The Academic Campus is located just west of Belvidere Street
mchmond's Fan District. The MCV Campus is east of the downtown shop119.

•

Commonwealth University is located in the heart of Richmond,
s capital. In this location, graduate students find a multiplicity of public
pivate educational programs and institutions. These programs and instituoften wi~~in walking distance of the campus, provide the student with
opportunities to obtain meaningful learning experiences.

DrGIEEs
e programs of study on the Academic Campus lead to the following deMaster of Adr_ninistration of Justice, Master of Arts, Master of Art Educaof Bus.mess Administration, Master of Education, Master of Fine
Mastet' of M~s1c, Master of Music Education, Master of Public Administraof Science, Master of Social Work, Master of Urban and Regional
and Doctor of Philosophy.

::::;er
er
illON

Assoc:~monwealth University is a member of and accredited

by the SouthIn th'•,.lion _of Colleges and Schools, the general accrediting agency for cols region.

AND THEIR IESOuRCES
Vi'Binia Corn
·
~
hemonwealth University Libraries consist of the James Branch CaCarrrpuon ~ A~ader_nic Campus and the Tompkins-McCaw Library on the
ion s. . th hbranes ~ave expanded space and services through major
for proJects and provide a combined capacity of 1,360,<XX> volumes and
80'<tern
over 2.450. The university libraries are partial depositories for United
ment documents.

10
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The James Branch Cabell Library is open from 7·30
the week with shorter hours on the three ~inl
as a recorded music and plays collection, assi~
and coat lockers for commuting students, i~
ing machines, group and private study areas and
James Branch Cabell Library more than
a
source center serving the needs of the student body.

just

Of particular note is the reference of the James

members welcome and encourage students to ask
about the difficult-to-find materials which may be
signment ?r _researc~ paper _successfully. The Uniwrsity
located within the library, circulates children's literabft,,
ers' guides.
The Tompkins-McCaw Library contains health science
all major indexes in these fields are part of the refl-mli
search analysts are available to help students obtain
raphies on specific biomedical and health-related topics.

GRADUATE FEES
INSTRUCTIONAL FEES FOR THE ACADEMIC YEAll •
Full-time Graduate Students:
Virginia residents, per year ............................................".
Non-residents, per year ..............................................•..
Part-time Graduate Students:
Virginia residents ............................................................•.•.
Non-residents ........................................................................._
The tuition shown is for the academic year 1976-77.
ject to similar price adjustments found in the costs of odlS
fore, fees may be changed for the academic year 1977-78.
The law affecting residence in Virginia is as follows:
entitled to the admission privileges, or the reduced tuition
privileges accorded only to domiciliaries, residents or dtblenl
state institutions of higher learning unless such penon Is
died in Virginia for a period of at least one year prior to the
the term, semester or quarter for which any such privlllp
charge is sought, provided that the governing board of such
up additional requirements for admitting students." VCU ._
quirements for Virginia residency.
Other Fees
Application Fee: All students shall pay a non-refundable
upon application for admission. The check should be mO
Commonwealth University.

Graduate Student Activities Fee: $4.50 per semester.
•Subject to change.
••This fee applies to all courses taken for graduate credit.

GENERAL INFORMATION

...... Athletics fee:
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$6 per semester.

Fer. Full- and part-time students who reg~ster _after the days
registrat ion will be charged a late reg1strat1on fee of $10.

iicfieduled for

A fee of $16 is charged all candidates for the master's degree who
diploma.

~ the graduate

pwt-time day student ~ho ~ithdraws in good . standing shall be entiof a portion of his tu1t1on, room, and board fees for the semeshe is currently enrolled. All other fees are nonrefundable.

~

• lefund: A request for a refund shall be

~ade in writing t~ the d~an
services before said request can be considered. The following policy
lhe refund of room, board, and tuition fees:

who fails to register or is denied permission to register will be ento a full refund of tuition, room, and board if paid in advance.

tlUdent will be entitled to a refund of 00 percent of his room, board, and
fees upon withdrawal before the end of the first week of the term
consecutive calendar days from the first day of classes) and a deol 20 percent each week thereafter up to and including the fourth
week. NO AMOUNT WILL BE REFUNDED FOR WITHDRAWAL AFTHE FOURTH CONSECUTIVE CALENDAR WEEK OF THE TERM.

date of withdrawal will be certified by the Office of the Dean of
Ufe; and refund, when appropriate, will be computed based on that
date.

for room and board (except in cases involving contracts initiated durspring and summer terms) are for a two-semester period. If a resident

withdraws from the university residence halls without clearance from
of the Dean of Student Services but remains at the university, he will
"ble for full room and board fees. Subletting is not permitted. Excep~~bove policy can be made only by the Office of the Dean of Stu-

M ~ to help deserving and qualified students overcome financial obstalillllM! to t~ attainment of a degree, the university maintains the Financial
Office: For information regarding scholarships, fellowships, loans, and other
aids, students are encouraged to contact the Financial Aid Office, VirCommonwealth University, 915 West Franklin Street; Richmond, Virginia

School of Education annually makes available scholarships and assistantships

~ &rad~te students of unusual promise. Both scholarship aid and grad-

~tsh1ps are awarded on a departmental basis for the academic year.

....:::'5
f°': gra~uate support in education are available through the Office
'* off.Services in the School of Education. Applications should be returned

ice no later than the first week of classes during the fall semester.

are made shortly thereafter and are subject to the availability of funds.
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GENERAL POLICIES FOR GRADUATE WORK

1.

Degree recipients must have received an overall
("B").

2.

A student who receives a grade of "C" or below on
the total courses required by the degree program will
cally from his program.

3.

Full-time gr~duate status shall consist of a minimum
of 16 credits per semester. A maximum of 12
earned in summer sessions each summer.

4.

Students must continually show acceptable prot'l!Slilolllll\i
tained in a program of graduate studies.

5.

A grade of "Incomplete" presupposes that the student
on the completed portion of the course, but is u...._,
quirements of the course by the end of the term. A
should not be given without an understanding
the student. The maximum time limit for the removal of
a course other than the thesis is the end of the
mester (or summer session) in which the "Incomplete"
end of the succeeding semester, an unremoved grade ol
matically is changed to a grade of "F." Exceptions to this
approved by the school or department chairman upon
of the instructor prior to the time limit and a statement
trar. An "Incomplete" on the thesis must, of course, be
time allowed for the completion of the degree.

ol

6. A minimum of at least half of the courses required in the
shall be those designated as exclusively for graduate
at the 6CX} level or above.
7.

All requirements for the degree must be completed wl
the date of admission to graduate study. This time liml
full- and part-time students. Some schools may limit the.
years.

LIMITATION ON CATALOG PROVISIONS

All rules and regulations set forth in this bulletin, as well as
garding fees, will apply until further notice. The right Is
changes in course of study, in fees, and in rules and regu!S
conduct of the work in all schools and programs, in the fac
the classification of students whenever university authorities
or wise to do so.

lllljority of School of Education facilities at Virginia Commonwealth University.

SCHOOL OF EDUCATION
The School of Education was fonnally established In
Professional Institute. At that time the school granted
mentary education only and offered required courses
secondary fields. During the first year, 300 students wae
time faculty were employed.
Today VCU's School of Education offers various
bachelor's degree and master's degree programs in
personnel development, elementary education, health
secondary/post-secondary education, and special educadon.
cation's graduate programs emphasize field-based tachinl
search to better enable students to tailor their courses of
ual needs and professional interests.
The School of Education is accredited by the VirglrMa
Education and the Southern Association of Schools lllCI
membership in the American Association of Colleges of 1i
PURPOSE

The School of Education is committed to providing , . _ .
sive to the needs of various educational agencies and. II
proving and enhancing the professional skills of its
of the school are: to provide quality professional edualliO"
refines teacher competencies in light of contin~ sodll
among faculty and students a deep invotvement '"
scholarly activity which improves instructional ~
and agencies in identifying and solving ed~1onal
and extends knowledge of the field of education; and IO

SCHOOL OF EDUCATION
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support services to public school systems and agencies in the RichmetJOPOlitan area and surrounding cities and counties.

lllljoritv of the facilities of the School of Education are housed in Oliver
whidl was opened in late 1975 and was designed to provide laboratory
ldivities centers for development of curriculum materials as well as the
traditional lecture classrooms.

...,.pe, the

Materials Development Center includes a handsaw, drill pre_ss,
tools, latex enamels, a dry mount press, cardboard, and lumber. With
blsic supplies plus a reference shelf of why-not-try-it curriculum ideas,
are encouraged to build classroom learning centers, hand-built furni01 other materials of instructional value for the classroom.

llboratories, encompassing a TV/micro-teaching facility, offer students a
to plan, develop, and criticize their own instructional strategies and main addition, a multi-sided, open-space area on the top floor is designed
a number of creative teaching activities. This laboratory classroom lends itIO dance movement demonstrations, art work displays, dramatic presentalnd symposiums on prominent education topics.

llllllUllhout the building are demonstration classrooms, where a student is able
Wllllc with area children in an instructional role and be observed firsthand by
Mluctors and classmates who evaluate the effectiveness of teaching strategies.
t.dlities utilized by the School of Education are the Child Study Center,

lllding C.enter, and the Adult Learning Center. All are located in the CatheCenter. At each center, students work with members of the community,
, Ind other students to foster educational growth. Particular attention is
on improving reading and comprehension skills.
e work at VCU enables students to engage in or continue teaching exin local school systems or agencies in addition to the on-campus faSuch experiences allow students the opportunity to apply their learning
ICtUll educational situations.

chief administrative office for the school is the Office of the Dean. The
Is ........ ed .
ft .

~·•Z

into the Departments of Educational Leadership and Person-

tr;.c.......~~, Element~ry Education, Health and Physical Education, Second-

""'-UflUilry Education, and Special Education.
o:t'ton, .the Off.ice of Student Services and the Director of Continuing EduPIOVide assistance to the graduate student. The Office of Student
Cllfti~ as a center for information, materials, and applications necessary
of tion and endorsement of educational personnel in Virginia. Coordipl~erne~t of student teaching, practicums, and internships is also
by this office. Student teachers and interns 're placed primarily in the
_.• ..,~ems. of the city of Richmond; Henrico, Chesterfield, and Hanover
• thte~ increasingly in Goochland, Powhatan, and New Kent Counties as
city of Petersburg.
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This office also coordinates information about and the
national te:ting. programs includ_ing the College Level
(CLEP), the Medical Colrege Admissions Test (MCAT) the
aminations, and the Graduate Record Examinations
Student Services is responsible for the distribution and
regarding application to graduate study in the School ol

cGitQ_

The Office of the Director of Continuing Education
the area of continuing education for the school. As a
administrators in area school systems, the School of Edlalllll
off-campus offerings and in-service training opportun
in-service events, a series of structured workshops
newal or graduate credit, credit or non-credit courses, and

_.i-_.11 1

GRTIFICATION FOR EDUCATIONAL PERSONNEL
All graduate programs in the School of Education are asl!lllO...
Department of Education. Virginia is a member of the
State Directors of Teacher Education and Cenification (
national reciprocity agreement for teacher certification.
successful completion of an approved program developed
tionally recognized standards. All graduate programs within
cation have approved program status and are a part ol the
tion Reciprocity Agreement.
POST-MASTER'S DEGREE OPPORTUNITIES
During 1976, the School of Education at Virginia CormlOftl
signed an interinstitutional agreement with the College ol
Polytechnic Institute and State University in Blacksburg to
tive post-master's degree work in Richmond. It is antici
be offered in educational leadership, adult education,
cation, community college and student personnel services
1976-77 academic year. Interested students are encourapd
fice of Student Services for specific information and appl
sent as materials become available.
DEGREE PROGRAMS
The School of Education grants one of three master's
completing all appropriate degree requirements. A Master
is offered in 10 areas: administration and supervision,
education, counselor education, distributive education,
mathematics education, special education-emotionally di
tion-learning di5:'1bilities, a~d SJ>e<:ial educati~-mental retlldllal
..
Science degree 1s offered m physical education and a Master
English/English education.
ADMI~

Any student holding an earned baccalaureate degree from an
able to Virginia Commonwealth University may take ilPP"
courses. However, only six semester hours of_~
be transferred toward a degree. This regulation. ~leS
have been · taken at Virginia Commonwealth University prior
whether the courses are accepted on transfer from another

SCHOOL OF EDUCATION
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.

a degree program involves admission to both graduate study in
and to a specific degree program. Some individual deo have admission requirements beyond the general school require~nls complete one set of credentials specifying the degree proID which they are seeking admission.

ScfloOI 1~ Education

()ffice of Student Services is the distribution and .collection office for all

related 10 graduate program admission in the School of Education. An
packet containing all materials needed to apply for graduate study
be obtained from:
Office of Student Services

Vlrlinia Commonweath University

Richmond. Virginia 23284
materials, transcripts, test scores, and all inquiries regarding admislhould be directed lo this office.
receipt of all materials, the applicant's credentials will be reviewed by the

ii61illiom Committee, composed of representatives from both the school and
tpeeific program. Admission to full graduate status will be granted upon
both general and specific program requirements. Under normal circuman applicant might anticipate an admission decision within 30 days folreceipt of all materials.

ldmission decision will be made on an overall analysis of the following:
Oarnpleted application form for graduate study in the School of Education.
Alxeptable scores, as determined by the Graduate Committee, on the AptiMte Test of the Graduate Record Examinations or the Miller Analogies Test.
haluation of all undergraduate and graduate transcripts. A grade point
. _ . of 2.8 on a 4.0 point scale on the last 60 semester hours of under..._e academic study is considered minimal.

~·

addresses, and phone numbers of three individuals who are in a
to eval~te the applicant's performance as a professional or a pro~ therve ~f~s1onal in the field of education. References may be contacted
Admissions Committee.
Specjfj
~ program admission requirements, which may include a personal in-

~
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SPECIFIC PROGRAM REQUIREMENTS
Programs in the Department of Eduational ladl!ulllp
Personnel Delrelopment
Administration and Supervision
Applicants should have a minimum of two years
equivalent experience. Ordinarily, the applicant will
degree which qualifies the applicant for professional ceitiflCllll
Counselor Education
Applicants anticipating endorsements as a guidance c:a1.n1•iil
schools should hold a valid professional teaching cetrtlfiDI.,.
one year's teaching experience.

Progr;ams in the Depilrtment of Elemenwy Edualllon
Applicants should hold a valid professional teaching
elementary education or meet that requirement prior
Master of Education degree.
Progr;ams in the Depilrtment of Physicill EduCillion
Applicants should hold a valid professional teaching
education or meet that requirement prior to the anlllllllllilf-1
Science degree. For students who did not major in
baccalaureate level, certain courses and experiences ilt the
may be required prior to admission to full graduate status.
Programs in the Department of Secondary/Post-Sec:Ol•r
Adult Education
No specific program requirement
Distributive Education
Applicants should hold a valid professional teaching certl
distributive education or meet all certification requl
granting of a Master of Education degree.
Secondary Education (biology education, mathetrnatfcl~
English/English education) Applicants must hold a valid
certificate in the appropriate field or complete all cert!
prior to the granting of a Master of Education degree.

GENERAL DEGREE REQUIREMENTS
The recommendation to confer a Master of Education 01
gree is made by the faculty upon satisfactory completion of
ments. These include successful completion of an approved
mission to candidacy, successful completion of a
. .
and a completed application for graduation. Each step is di
I. Progrilm of Study

An approved program of study consisting of no less tNn
of graduate credit is required for the master's degree In
cation. The distribution of credit is as follows:
A

Foundations (nine hours distributed as outlined beloW)·

SCHOOL OF EDUCATION
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(minimum of 15 hours). Each candidate will complete at least 15
hDU'S of graduate credit in a field of concentration as approved by the stu-

INlllllllllralll

clenl's advisor.

ElediveS- Each candidate may take electives that are related to the field of
or which will provide balance and breadth in the total program. Spe~ electives must

be approved by the student's advisor.

Thesis or Additional Oedit. These may be required in a specific degree

ilimllllla• Requirements
ts will complete nine semester hours of work selected from approved
in these foundational areas. Students must select one three hour course

eiCh of the following areas: human development and learning; cultural,
, and philosophical; and research. Students enrolling for their first term

the fall 1976 semester may take, with permission of their advisor, six of
required hours in one of the above areas. Courses meeting the foundarequirement include:
Human Development and learning
EDU 602 Adolescent Growth and Development,
EDU 603 Seminar in Child Growth and Development,
PSY fnl Advanced Educational Psychology,
EDU 600 learning Strategies for the Classroom
Cultural, Historical, and Philosophical

mu 601 Philosophy of Education
mu 6al History of Western Education
mu 614 Contemporary Educational. Thought
Research

mu 660 Methods of Research

EDU 6ai Review of Research
~-~Development of Research

OU11tA1t1on

Techniques in Physical
·

~ram in the School of Education js a carefully determined se-

t!:"
Of

this reason, transfer credit is not encouraged. A maximum of six sers_ of transfer credit may be applied toward a Master of Education,
tak Sci~nce, or Master of Arts degree in the School of Education. Only
""2A,enbein a graduate degree program at an appropriately accredited insti··-r
transferred.

Of t~~nts . may transfer up to six hours of credit, if they receive the apir advisor and department chairman prior to taking the credit.

,.....Plmning

.:i:~

in any graduate courses following admission to a program of
pi... devert must compl~te and have approved a program plan. The pro• of St Oped coo~rat1vely by the student and his advisor and filed in
'Will incl~~nt ;>erv1ces, will outline the sequence of experiences the stu0/ stUd).- .1n his degree program. No departure from this proposed prowi I be permitted without the student's written request and the

20
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I

approval of the student's advisor and department. chalm-.
be filed with the Office of Student Services in the School ol

II. Admission to UnclidKy

Admission to graduate study does not constitute
Rather, a student who has been admitted to graduate
degree candidacy upon the recommendation of the
the degree is sought.
Advancement to degree candidacy requires that the
completed at least nine but no more than 15 semester
study with a minimum grade point average of 3.Q; deMr'.
aptitude and ability to pursue graduate work, inducl"I
exhibited a commitment to education as a profession;
promise for a successful career in the field selected In
ment and personality. Admission to degree candidacy ~
process, but rather the application for candidacy is appn:iillil
ment only after careful evaluation of all pertinent f
who have been admitted to candidacy may pursue
the degree.
Ill. Comprehensive Eumination

In addition to the above, a comprehensive examination In
centration must be taken after or during the semester In
date enrolls in his thirtieth hour of credit. The -.•...i.ru11lilllilll
written, or both, at the discretion of the department. In
for the examination, the department chairman must be
dent's intent in writing 30 days prior to the examination
tions will be scheduled by the student and his advisor.
will be given on the first Saturday in November, the
March, and the second Saturday in July. Students will hawt
tunities to pass the comprehensive examination.
IV. Applicmon for Gradwtion
Each student who expects to complete his degree requi
of a semester or summer session is required to file an
gree. Applications are available from the Office of the
and must be submitted by the students to their advisors no
dates indicated in the calendar appearing in the front of
dents should allow time for a conference with their acMtalf'
note that the application requires the approval of the
and dean.

STEP

WHEN

1. Admission

0-6 hours

2. Program of Studies

0-6 semester hours

SCHOOL OF EDUCATION

9-15 semester hours

Application approved
by advisor,
program faculty,
chairman, Office of
Student Services

last semester -deadIi ne on university
calendar in front
of this bulletin

Application from registrar
-approved by
advisor, dean's office,
chairman,
returned to registrar
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delree program in the School of Education is a carefully determined se.-U of courses and experiences. Each program is individually designed
degree requirements, through the cooperative efforts of the student and
advisor, and must be filed in the Office of Student Services. The following
.-erials explicate the usual degree course requirements; however, they are not
tubstitute for the advisement process. No student's program of study will be
CDnlidered final until it has been approved by an advisor and filed in the Office
ol Sludent Services.

llOCilAAfi IN THE DEPARTMENT Of EDUCATIONAL LEADERSHIP AND
'8SONNEL DEVELOPMENT

1he Department of Educational Leadership and Personnel Development was
formed in January, 1974, by merging the former Departments of Administration
Ind Supervision with the Departments of Guidance and Counseling. This merger
based on the assumption that combining programs leading to certification
ol principals, supervisors, directors of instruction, assistant superintendents,
CDUnselors, and other pupil personnel specialists could provide for the develop_,. ot a team approach to the planning and execution of school programs.
the department sees itself as committed to cooperative planning and the
Jelopment of team-based leadership.

-

::S·

Cridu.ate programs in this department lead to a Master of Education degree in

~- admi~istration and supervision or guidance and counseling. Certification
or

avahomellable'" four areas: administration, supervision, counseling (NK-7 or 8-12),
and school visitor (jointly with the School of Social Work).
M.ED. PROGRAM IN ADMINISTRATION AND SUPERVISION
(Administration Option)
Credits

~lions Core ................................................................................................................9
~rn Core (18 Semester Hours Minimum) ...........................................................18
61 0
EDU 615

EDU 620

School and Community
Relations ....................................................................................................3
Curriculum Development ..........................................................................3

Pu~7il~t~~~j······························································································· 3
Adrninistration..........................................................................................3

22
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EDU 621 School Law.................................................
Elective Area of Administration .....................................
••••••
General Electives ....................................................................

M.ED. PROGRAM IN ADMINISTRATION AND

(Supervision Option)
Foundations Core ····························································•····••·••
Program Core (18 Semester Hours Minimum) .......................
EDU 615 Curriculum Development .........................••....••.••
EDU 620 Public School
Administration ..........................................•.•...•••
EDU 630
Supervision of
Instruction························································-EDU 501 Pupil Evaluation
(Media Course) ................................................._
Elective Area of Supervision ................................................•••••••
General Electives ..............................................................................

Foundations Core ..............................................................................
Program Core (18/21 Semester Hours Minimum) ......................
EDU 502 Guidance .....................................................•........••.••••
EDU 676 Techniques of
Counseling ..................................................•......•••••
EDU 678 Career Information and Exploration ..............••.•••
EDU 679 Educational Measurement
and Evaluation ....................................~····················
EDU 690 Group Procedures in Counseling and Guidance
EDU 672 Advanced Practicum ........................................•..•••••
•EDU 675 Guidance in the Elementary
Schools ....................................................................
General Electives ..................................................................•..••.•••••••••

M.ED. PROGRAM IN COUNSELOR

EDUCATION
Schoal

(Dml certification: Counselor and Home and

Foundation Core......................................................................•.•.•.•.•.•••••
•Required for students seeking endoBement as elementary school

c:oume1CJn..
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Core (18/21 Semester Hours Minimum) .............................................. 18/21
502 Guidance ...................................................................................................... .3
616 Techniques of
Counseling ................................................................................................3
Career Information and
Exploration ...............................................................................................3
Educational Measurement
and Evaluation ..........................................................................................3
Group Procedures
in Counseling and

A~~~~~c;~~~~·i·~~~·:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::~
Guidance in Elementary
Schools.......................................................................................................3
Home M1d School Visitor
Core (14 Semester Hours Minimum) ...........................................................14
.501 Pupil Evaluation .......................................................................................... .3
EDU S68 Psycho-Educational
Diagnosis of Children ............................................................................3
Characteristics of
Children with Learning
Disabilities ................................................................................................3
Theory and Case Work
Methods ....................................................................................................2
Community Organization ..........................................................................2
Seminar ..........................................................................................................2
Sociology (Family) .......................................................................................2
41-47

Department of Elementary Education offers graduate work leading to a
of Education degree in elementary education. Four areas of concentra• o~ered: reading, early childhood, curriculum and instruction, and Ii/media.

. c°'!'pleting the appropriate approved program may be recommended
cert1ficat1on as a reading specialist, early childhood NK - 3 teacher, elemen4 • 7 teacher, or school librarian. Certification as a reading specialist may
ct.ldlbe completed through graduate work. Certification as a librarian, early
...._~ teacher or elementary teacher may be completed in conjunction with
~ureate degree.

leading concentration is designed to extend the student's understanding of

~of the learner and the learning process so as to effectively work with

r.'" developing

reading skills and in diagnosing and correcting reading

lties. In addition, the reading option develops the student's sensitivity to

....
~ of reading problems in handicapped and disadvantaged children and
~~lop the student's concept of the reading specialist's role in staff
•ps and the total school organization.
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Foundations Core .........................................................•........•._.
Program Core ..........................................................................•.•..•
EDU 526 Teaching of Reading ......................................•.•••.
EDU 605 Analysis and Correction
of Oassroom Reading Problems .............•...••._
•EDU 7!X) Internship ..................................................................
Elect from
EDU 632 Seminar in the Dynamics
of Reading Readiness .........................................
EDU 549 Developmental Reading in the Secondary
Schools ............................................................•••..••
EDU 604 Psycholinguistics and
the Language Arts
Curriculum ...............................................................
EDU 606 Review of Research .....................................................
EDU 525 Language Arts in the
Elementary Schools ........................................•.•..•.
Complete undergraduate or graduate level study in each of the
(at least one in each area): ............. :..........................................•••••••••
Measurement and/or Evaluation
Recommended:
EDU 679 Educational Measurement
and Evaluation ................................................•.......•-.
EDU 568 Psycho-Educational
Diagnosis of Children ................................................
EDU 501 Pupil Evaluation ......................................................•...•••••
Child and/or Adolescent Psychology
Recommended:
PSY 602
Psychology of
Personality ..........................................................•..•.••.
Psychology - including such aspects as personality cognition
havior

and

Recommended :
PSY 528
Mental Hygiene ............................................................•••
PSY 603
Seminar in Social
Psychology ......................................................................
PSY 607
PSY

~7

EDU~

Advanced Educational
Psychology .....................................................................
Abnormal Psychology .......................................................
Psychology in the
Classroom ........................................................................

SCHOOL OF EDUCATION
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IJll!fllure for Children
~ded:
EDU 528 Children's Literature ...................................................................................3
EDU 533 Literature for
Adolescents ............................................................................................... 3

(]lldhood Concentration

'Ille early childhood concentration is designed to enhance competencies of

lllCflerS

of young children to enable them to lead children in total develop_.. Attention is focused on current and past research in designing approprieducational and teaching experiences for the young.

M.ED. IN ELEMENTARY EDUCATION
Credits
foundations Core ................................................................................................................9

Program Core .....................................................................................................................18

A. (At least six credit hours)
EDU 617 Programs in Early
EDU <:HJ
EDU 632
EDU 7{X)
EDU 610

Childhood Education .............................................................................. 3
Procedures in Early
Childhood Education ..............................................................................3
Seminar in the Dynamics
of Reading Readiness .............................................................................3
Internship .................................................................................................... .3
School and Community
Relations .................................................................................................. 3

I. (Credits needed to complete the required 18 credit hours for the early
EDU '!IJ7
EDU 517

EDU 522
EDU 525
EDU
EDU
EDU
EDU

526
528
529
530

EDU 531

childhood specialization)
Educational Media: Utilization ................................................................. 3
Teaching Elementary
School Science ......................................................-................................ .3
Teaching Elementary
School Mathematics ..............................................................................3
Language Arts in the
Elementary School .................................................................................3
The Teaching of Reading ......................................................................... .3
Children's Literature ...................................................................................3
Movement Education .................................................................................3
Teaching in Urban
Schools .....................................................................................................3
Creative Teaching

EDU 578

Cr~:t~~= ~~;~~~ry School ......................................................................3

EDU 591

Te~~~~;::·i·~j·5~·~d·i~~·············································································· 3

EDU 605

in the Elementary
School ........................................................................................................3
Analysis and Correction of
Classroom Reading
Problems ....................................................................................................3
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EDU 611
EDU 648

Theory and Pradice in
Social Studies
Preparation of ln~;~~~-i~~j·······················....,_ _ _
Materials ....................................................,_ _ _..,

C. Thesis - optional in lieu of six credit hours of course wade
EDU 701 Thesis ...................................................................

Curriculum md Instruction Concentration
The curriculum and instrudion concentration is designed far
elementary education, the master elementary teacher seekl"I to
rich professional skills, or in unusual cases, the student
baccalaureate degree seeking initial preparation as an elenlll!l'.._111
later case initial certification may require work beyond the
quired for the master's degree. The curriculum and instruction
in two sequences: 1) an on-campus, more traditionally °'11111'-cl
and 2) a field-based sequence which allows the student to
program of learning experiences covering two summers and
academic year. This program is adion-oriented: classrooms In
districts provide a base for on-the-job experiences. All field
oped jointly by the student and faculty and have the approval
school district.
Admission to the field-based sequence in curriculum and I
once a year, starting with the six week-summer session. Students
block-scheduled classes for a period of two summers and the i

On Campus Sequence
Foundations Core ...................................................................................
Program Core ...........................................................................................
A. Curriculum (6-9 credit hours from the following)
EDU 544 Middle School
Curriculum .....................................................................
EDU 613 Educational Change ........................................................
EDU 615 Curriculum Development ..............................................
EDU 653 Curriculum Construction ...............................................
B. lnstrudion (9-12 credit hours)
EDU 517 Teaching Elementary
School Science ...........................................................
EDU 522 Teaching Elementary
School Mathematics ·················································-·
.EDU 525 Language Arts in the
Elementary School ······················································-
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EDU 571.
EDU 591
EDU 604
EDU 611
EDU 649

ZJ

Teaching of Reading.................................................................................. .3
Creative Teaching in
the Elementary School ...........................................................................3
Practicum .....................................................................................................6
Teaching Social Studies
in the Elementary Schools .....................................................................3
Psycholinguistics and
Language Arts Curriculum ....... ,...........................................................3
Theory and Practicum
in Social Studies .....................................................................................3
Education Media: Theory
and Practice ........................................................................................... .3

c. Thesis - (optional in lieu of six credit hours of course work)
EDU 701

Thesis .............................................................................................................6

Bectilles ···························································································································· 319
33

Field-based Sequence

Summer I - Students enter the program - Field-oriented project for academic
year is developed

Credits
EDU 60&
EDU 660
EDU 615

Review of Research ....................................................................................3
Research Methods in Education ............................................................ .3
Curriculum Development ......................................................................... .3

Academic Year - Implementation of field project
EDU 610
EDU 653
EDU 67l
EDU 70}

Summer 11
EDU 614
EDU 616
EDU 525

School and Community
Relations ..................................................................................................3
Curriculum Construction ...........................................................................3
Advanced Practicum ...................................................................................3
lntemship ......................................................................................................6
- Evaluation of field project
Contemporary
Educational Thought .............................................................................3
Curriculum Seminar ................................................................................... .3
Language Arts in the
Elementary School .................................................................................3
or Elective

...,,Mdi Concentration

~ 1c;oncentratio_n. in library/media offers expanded understanding of the use of

~~ telev1s1on, microfilm, and other forms of technology
... lrtd 1

appropriate for

ry ~se. A n~mber of courses offer hands-on experiences in develop-

leiidanalyzing a variety of instructional materials. Completion of this option
to certification as a School Librarian.
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M.ED. IN ELEMENTARY EDlJCATION
(LibraryI Media Conce11t•alion)
Foundations Core

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .u

•••••••••

Program Core .................................................................................
•.EDU 5JJ7 Educational Media:
Utilization
EDU 509 TV in the Cl~~~~~~· ··········· ······· ···························
•EDU 528 Children's Literature
•EDU 533 Literature for
Adolescents .......................................................
EDU 534 Photography in
Instruction ...........................................................
•EDU 595 Reference and
Bibliography..........................................................
•EDU 596 Library Organization ..............................................
•EDU 597 Cataloging and
Classification ........................................................
EDU 646 Media Center
Development ......................................................••••
EDU 648 Preparation of Instructional
Materials ............................................................EDU 649 Educational Media:
Theory and Practice ..........................................-•EDU 700 Internship ................................................................_..
Electives ............................................................................................-.

The graduate program in health and physical education seeks to
portunity for each student to achieve his potential as a
goals of the department are to provide knowledge, application,
periences which will improve the graduate student's teachil'W
hance his attitude toward the education profession in general
cation in particular. Students are encouraged to concentrate
specialization in the areas of elementary physical education,
physical education, or movement sciences.
The Master of Science degree in physical education as5'.H'1M!5 the
state certification; however, a student may obtain certification
physical education (K - 12) while pursuing a graduate degree In
tion.
Foundations Core··············································································Program Core .....................................................................................•.•.
EDU 592 Movement Physiology .................................................•
•Required for certification as a School librarian
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Investigations and
Trends in Teaching ................................................................................3
Seminar of Motor Learning
Performance ........................................................................................... .3

Th~~:;;~dent Study .................................................................................3

eoncentrations .....................................................................................................................6
Bementary Physical Education - OR
EDU S8'J Motor Development of
EDU 529

~:!~i~~~;at·i·~~·:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::~

Secondary/College Physical Education - OR
EDU 624 Mechanical Analysis of
Human Motion .......................................................................................3
EDU S9'J Administration and
Supervision of P.E ..................................................................................3
MoYement Sciences
EDU f»7 Exercise Physiology:
Instrumentation and Techniques .........................................................3
EDU 624 Mechanical Analysis of
Human Motion ....................................................................................... .3
General Program Electives ............................................................................................ 3/6
33

llDCV-.MS IN THE DEPARTMENT OF SECONDARY/POST-SECONDARY
IDUCATION
1hls department offers five graduate programs--four offering a Master of Educalan degree and one leading to a Master of Arts degree. The Master of Educallan degree is awarded in adult education, biology education, distributive edu-

Clllon, ~ mathematics education; the Master of Arts degree is awarded in the
...../English education program.

Cenerilly, a student entering one of the graduate programs in the Department
Gf Secondary/Post-Secondary Education is required to possess an appropriate
c:.tifiate for public school teaching. Students who do not hold the appropriate
~te "!1ust complete all certification requirements through program plan-• ?' their graduate work. It is possible to take program courses and to enIlle in ~ram experiences at the graduate level which meet both degree and
Clrtiflation requirements. Under such circumstances, graduate students may
ldditional undergraduate or graduate work for certification while pursuing
IPduate degree program.

fdualion

JO
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and Second Olance. Other areas of concentration 'Widllft<
program are college and university adult evening and
munity college, adult education programs, and
h~alth scienc~ and allied health services; business and
g1ous education and church/school projects· Correctionll
and educational gerontology.
'

Foundations Core .....................................................................
Program Core ..........................................-...........................•.•._ _ ._,.
EDU 686 Adult Education
Movement.................................................•.•.•.•._
EDU 687 The Adult Learner ·············································-··
EDU 688 Instructional Strategies
EDU 696
EDU 696

for Adults ······························"'························-·
Adult Program Management
and Evaluation....................................................
Adult Education Seminar .....................................

Electives .....................................................................................•...- •..

Biology Eduation

The graduate program in biology education offers students
edge and skills in developing varied methods, techniques,
dures for teaching biology, life science, and natural science.
fered in conjunction with the Department of Biology of the
Sciences. Students may enroll who are, or wish to become,
secondary school teachers of the biological sciences.

Foundations Core·················································································Program Core ........................................................................................
EDU 681 Investigation and
. Trends in Teaching ..............................................
EDU 700 Internship ......................................................................•
Electives
Biology/Science Education ······························································-

Distributive Eduation
Because the teaching of distributive education often i~
tion of community businesses and agency representati~:..:~
the graduate program in distributive education is the ~·-
dent's ability to analyze community needs and plan, organize,
minister adult distributive education programs.
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geared to equip students with advanced instructional techniques
a;: increase competency in the selection and use of media and teachmaterials.

M.ED. PROGRAM IN DISTRIBUTIVE EDUCATION
Credits
faundations Core .................................................................................................................9
~mCore .....................................................................................................................15

EDU 640

EDU 653
BUS670
BUS6n

BUS 665

Improvement of . Instruction
in Distributive
Education ..................................................................................................3
Topics in Education ....................................................................................3
Educational Media: Theory
and Practice ............................................................................................3
or
Curriculum Construction ...........................................................................3
Concepts and Issues in
Marketing .................................................................................................3
Advanced Marketing
Strategy ...................................................................................................... 3
or
Computer Language ....................................................................................3

Bectnies .................................................................................................................................9
33

1he mathematics

education degree program is offered in conjunction with the
Department of Mathematical Sciences in the School of Arts and Sciences. Stu-.S may enroll who are, or wish to become, middle school or secondary
IChool teachers of mathematics.

1he program provides experienced secondary school teachers of mathematics
:::unities to extend their mathematical and teaching skills. It also affords
persons who have completed a baccalaureate degree in mathematics an
~unity to achieve professional education. The program allows for extended
~~n the various areas of mathematics, statistics, computer science, and pro--..unal education.
M.ED. PROGRAM IN MATHEMATICS EDUCATION
Credits
fe>undations Core ................................................................................................................9

":;~;·;:~~i~i~ ..i.................................................................................................18
MAT 511
MAT 521

and 11 ..........................................................................................................6
Applied Linear Algebra ............... ;..............................................................]
Number Theory........................................................................................... .3
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EDU 681

Investigations and
Trends in Teaching ..................................•..

--~

Electives .................................................................................•__

English/English Eduation
In the Master of Arts degree program in English/Enslish
four concentrations--one in community college teachin& one
tion, one in interdisciplinary humanities, and one in literann
linguistics. This cooperative program is administered jointly 11¥
of English, School of Arts and Sciences, and the Department ot
Secondary Education, School of Education. This 1racluate P"''11111o!•
imum flexibility by allowing each student, in consultation w111t
committee, to select the concentration and appropriate cowses
relevant to scholarly and professional objectives. For example.
college teaching and English education sequences are desisned
ning on teaching whereas the latter two are designed for thole
sive work in literature and/or linguistics far beyond the bachelor's
Students electing the English education option will most likely
tial certification. If not, students complete a program equivalent
English certification program. Students may take appropriate
both departments.
M.A. PROGRAM IN ENGLISH/ENGLISH EDUCATION

Each program is individually designed and approved by an i
advisory committee.
Required courses for each option include:
A. Commlwiity College Option
EDU 700 lnternship ........................................................................-8. lnterdisciplirwy Humanities Option
No specifically required courses; program modified to fit studlnland needs.
C. English Eduation Option

EDU 681
EDU 700

Investigations and
Trends in teaching ·····················································Internship ..........................................................................-.

D. Literatwe or Literature and Linguistics Option
No specifically required courses
VoatiONl-Technial Education Certifkation. Courses are available dlll
Division of Vocational Education's requirement for supervi~ we#
cational education. Certification requirement~ !or th~ positions fol
July 1, 1975. A Postgraduate Professional Cert1f1cate is mandatory
cation. For additional information, interested individuals should contall
partment of Secondary/Post-Secondary Education at VCU.
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IN THE DEPARTMENT Of SPECIAL EDUCATION

ctepartment offers graduate programs _leading t? a Mast~r of Educ~tion ~especial education - mental retardation, special education - learning d1sa.-_ 1" nd special education - emotional disturbance. Each of these programs is
;
to train teachers to operate successfully in a variety of instructional
llltilll5 in which services for exceptional children are now or may be provided

11115 .

In the future.

1he basic programs leading to a Master of Education degree in mental retarda-

lion. learning disabilities, or emotional disturbance assume that the student

holds an initial educational certificate. Students who are not certified may enter
. . program and receive both the master's degree and initial endorsement by
ukinl additional courses. Succes~ful com~letio~ of. ~~e degree p~ograms. leads
ID certification in mental retardation, learning d1sab1ht1es, or emotional d1sturblflCI!.

Within the Department of Special Education an alternative field-based sequence
Is available in which interns are placed with clinical instructors in a full-time
llJl!Cill education program of an area rural county school system. In this yearkll'I experience the intern participates firsthand in a variety of instructional setllnp including self-contained classrooms and resource rooms.

In the mental retardation program students may elect an emphasis in (1) teach-

q

the educable retarded, (2) teaching the trainable retarded, or (3) special ed-

ucation administration and supervision. In each of these areas of emphasis
plfticular attention is focused on research and developments in the field of
mental retardation, and each program provides studies and experiences to foster
..-er understanding of curriculum development, supervision, school adminislrltion and the role of the school in our culture. The core of the preparation
program in mental retardation centers around providing skills in the diagnosticprescriptive area.

M.ED. PROCRAM IN SPEaAL EDUCATION - MENTAL RETARDATION
Credits
Foundations Core ................................................................................................................9
Program Core .....................................................................................................................27
EDU 551 Survey of Special
Education ..................................................................................................3
EDU 568 Psycho-Educational
Diagnosis of Children ...........................................................................3
EDU 556 Characteristics of the
EDU 567

La::~~j_~:t~~~~e .................................................................................3

EDU 7{X)
EDU 701

Mentally Retarded ...................................................................................3
lnternship ......................................................................................................6
or two courses .............................................................................................6

E~ive in Related Area .....................................................................................................6
538

Orientation to Speech
Pathology ............................................:....................................................3
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EDU 503
EDU 557
EDU 558
EDU 559
EDU 560
EDU 562
EDU 563
EDU 566
EDU 569
EDU 570
EDU 500
EDU 615
EDU 633
EDU 638

EDU 651
EDU 655

EDU 661
EDU 673
RCO 611

Gu idance for Exceptional
Children

Characteri sti~~--~f · ~-h~·· ········ ·· ··· ·········· ············---

Emotionally Disturbed ..........................
·······-·
Characteristics of the
Physically Handicapped ...............................•..
Teaching the Physically
Handicapped .............................................•..•.•.
Teaching the
Disadvantaged .............................................•_ __ _
Teaching the Emotionally
Disturbed
Teaching Slo~-L~~;~;~·::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::.
Remedial Reading ...........................................•..•.•
Teaching Remedial
Arithmetic ·························································Medical Aspects of
Crippling Conditions ......................................
Human Interaction in
Teaching ............................................................
Curriculum Development ...................................••.••
Aural Rehabilitation ...............................................
Vocational and Occupational
Adjustment for
Exceptional Children ..........................................•
Topics in Education ..................................................
Teaching of Remediating
Specific Language
Disabilities ................................................................
Characteristics of Children with
learning Disabilities .............................................••
Oassroom Management of
Disturbed Children .................................................
Principles of Methods
and Techniques in
Rehabilitation ....................................................•.....•

Le.ning DiYbilities
The graduate program in learning disabilities has been designed ID
competencies of teachers who work with children with
Professional skills emphasized in the program include the ablllly
the educational and social problems of children with learning
vance open-ended methodology, and to effectively consult with
personnel in the development of suitable educational opportunldel
with learning disabilities.

lelml•
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PROGRAM IN SPECIAL EDUCATION - LEARNING DISABILITIES
Credits

:::i~:r;~~~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::~
EDU 551

Survey of Special
Education ..................................................................................................3
EDU 568 Psycho-Educational
Diagosis of Children ...............................................................................3
P5Y 007 Advanced Educatidnal
Psychology .............................................................................................. .3
or
Behavior Modification ............................................................................... .3
P5Y 601
EDU 661 Characteristics of Children with
Learning Disabilities .............................................................................. .3
EDU 668 Methods of Clinical
Teaching ....................................................................................................3
EDU 655 Techniques of
Remediating Specific ·.Language
Disabilities ................................................................................................3
EDU 700 lnternship ......................................................................................................6
EDU 701 Thesis or two additional
courses .....................................................................................................3
Electives from Related Area ..............................................................................................6
(Select any two of the following)
EDU 566 Remedial Reading ..................................................................................... .3
EDU 569 Teaching Remedial
Arithmetic .................................................................................................3
PSY 507
Abnormal Psychology .................................................................................3
EDU 556 Characteristics of the
Mentally Retarded .................................................................................3
EDU 557 Characteristics of the
Emotionally Disturbed ............................................................................3
EDU 558 Characteristics of the
Physically Handicapped .........................................................................3
EDU 500 Human Interaction in
Teaching ....................................................................................................3
EDU 651 Topics in Education ....................................................................................3
EDU 673 Classroom Management of
Disturbed Children .................................................................................3
EDU 676 Techniques of
EDU 669 Adc;i~:~~~~~--~-~d······················································································ 3
EDU 503

G~ii::~;s~nth;···························································································3

PSY 6ClJ

ln!~':fu~~~!~~~dren ............................................................................. 3

PSY 613
EDU 559

~~~~~~~s::~;~~~j~~jj;········································································· 3

Intelligence ..............................................................................................3

Handicapped ...........................................................................................3
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EDU 656
EDU 660

Language Development
for Severely
Handicapped Children ....................................•.•..
Research Methods in Education ............................

The master's degree program in emotional disturbance has - .
give teachers the professional competencies needed to work In

sis rooms, self-contained classrooms, or residential treatment
oping these competencies the program focuses on designlns
techniques for the diagnosis and remediation of leamins
maldevelopment and personality. In addition, the program
an awareness in the teacher of the significant role of parents and
of the total environment on the emotionally disturbed child.

Foundations Core ..................................................................................
Program Core .........................................................................................
EDU 551 Survey of Special
Education ...................................................................EDU 568 Psycho-Educational
Diagnosis of Children .............................................
EDU 557 Characteristics of the
Emotionally Disturbed ...............................................
PSY 007
Advanced Educational Psychology
or
Adolescent Growth and Development......................
PSY 602
or
EDU 602 Seminar in child growth
and Development ...................................................
EDU 566 Remedial Reading .........................................................
EDU 673 Classroom Management of
Disturbed Children ..................................................
EDU 700 Internship .......................................................................
EDU 701 Thesis or two courses .................................................
Electives from Related Area ..............................................................
(Select any two of the following)
EDU 558 Characteristics of the
Physically Handicapped ............................................
EDU 668 Methods of Oinical
Teaching ....................................................................
EDU 661 Characteristics of Children with
Leaming Disabilities
EDU 503 Guidance for the
Exceptional Child ................................................EDU 569 Teaching Remedial
Arithmetic ..................................................................
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EDU 532
EDU 556
EDU SIK>
EDU 651
EDU 660
EDU fHJ
EDU655

EDU676

PSY '»!
PSYSTl
PSY 528
PSY 616
PSY 600

PSY 613
PSY 614

J7

Group and Interpersonal
Relations ..................................................................................................3
Characteristics of the
Mentally Retarded .................................................................................. .3
Human Interaction in
'
Teaching ....................................................................................................3
Topics in Education ....................................................................................3
Methods of Research .................................................................................3
Administration and
Supervision ...............................................................................................3
Techniques of
Remediating Specific
Language Disabilities ............................................................................. .3
Techniques of
Counseling ............................................................................................... .3
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Study carrels . at the Adult Learning Center
allow individuals to work at their own pace.

. . Pupil Evaluation Semester course; 3 lecture hours. 3 credits. Principles and
in evaluating pupil growth in skills, attitudes, and understandings; construdion
lllllysis of teacher-made tests; and administration of group tests. Interpretation of
Ind individual tests with emphasis on measurement problems of exceptional
•
Culdiince Semester course; 3 lecture hours. 3 credits. The introdudory course
11 .-aduate students in counselor education includes a survey of pupil personnel
Ind places special emphasis on those services associated with the guidance
The course is designed for both elementary and secondary counselors and is a
· 'te to all other courses offered in the counselor education program.
•
Culcliince for Exceptional O.lldren Semester course; 3 lecture hours. 3 credits.
._ionships of home, school, and community agencies are explored with emphasis
lhe 5Pl!cial education teacher as a guidance worker in the areas of educational,
• SOCial, and vocational development.

-

flm as a Teaching Medium Semester course; 3 lecture hours. 3 credits.
1.he film as a teaching resource. The course is designed to familiarize the
lhe Wit~ thought-provoking films. Over SO films will be presented. Especially helpful
English teacher will be the exploration of the relationship between film and
The humanities teacher will find a repertory of films on' topics relating to
and SOcial questions useful.
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COURSE DESCRIPTIONS

EDU SOS Adolescent Medial and Soc~ Problems Semester couiw; l
credits. Seminar designed lo acquaint those individuals working with M
12 to 21 of the normal physiological and psychological ~
adjustment problems. This material will be presented by a series al
presentations with group participation. Topics will include drug . . . .
education, emotional problems, construdive challenges for the
the adolescent, and the effect of these problems on families of the

EDU 506 Psychology in the Oassroom Semester course; 3 lecture
in-service course for classroom teachers. Based on special
classroom teacher in testing, reading, speaking, slow learners,
children, etc.
EDU 507 Educational
Designed lo acquaint
media of educational communication and their use in the eduation

Designed for teachers and counselors who are concerned with
adolescents understand their sexuality and prepare for successful
with people.
EDU 510 Sex Eduation fOt' Tmchers
Semester course; 3 lect...
Principles, methods, and content of sex education programs. Designed far
counselors who are concerned with helping children and adolescenlS
sexuality and prepare for successful personal relationships with people.
EDU 511 Techniques of Coordination in Distributive Eduadan
lecture hours. 3 credits. Developing cooperative relationship with
community, seleciing and developing training stations, placemenl ol
assisting job adjustment.
EDU 514 l"attnt Olild Relations Semester cou~; 3 leciure hours. 3
course in parent-child communications and problem solving. Designed tD
and parent-educators to understand and relate more effeciively with

credits. The place of continuing education
coordinator; planning, organizing, promoting, administering, and
program; seleciion and training of adult instructors. Basic coune f«
EDU 516 blty O.ild!MMMI Procedures Semester course; 3 lectwe
Prerequisites: EDU 300, 302. The application of principles and teehniV'
all areas of the curriculum for young children.
EDU 517 Tmching Elementary School Science
Semester c;oune; 3
credits. Emphasis is upon the methods and techniques used in telChlRI
elementary school. Background material, course content, and modem ...
be stressed to broaden the teacher's understanding in this field.

COURSE DESCRIPTIONS
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511 Qirriculum Plillnning in ElemenW'y Science Semester course; 3 lecture hours.
Deals with factors. that should be considered when planning a science
; . . Includes both historical background and review of research.

=.s.srz

reaching BemenUrY School Milthemoltlcs Semester course; 3 lecture hours. 3
Methods and techniques used to teach mathematics in elementary school.
~ material, course content, and modern uses of mathematics will be stressed to
the tNCher a better understanding of the subject area.
525 Ungui1lge Arts in Elementary School
Semester course; 3 lecture hours. 3
(lldlls. JNChing techniques and materials
for the developmental teaching of oral

.....,.,iation and written expression. Students will explore significant research and
cunent literature related to content, organization, and instruction in language arts for the
~school.

IDU g The Teiiching of Relldlng Semester course; 3 lecture hours. 3 credits. For
•l•ieoced teachers and graduate students. An analysis of instrumental programs with
..,tiasis on developmental reading. Review of research, curriculum issues, and
llllnlmenUI procedures related to the program of reading in elementary schools.
.... 511 Ollldren's Literatwe

Semester course; 3 lecture hours. 3 credits. Criteria for

llllcllon of children's literature and study of children's reading interests. Analysis of
~ research and literature with application to selected problems and evaluation of
mlliw approaches and new materials in teaching children's literature.

S2t Moliemeul Education

Semester course; 3 lecture hours. 3 credits. For teachers

ti arty childhood and elementary education. Emphasis given to the role of movement in
educational program, and movement theory and its implications for curriculum and
....... Major consideration will be given to motor development in young children and

lmpliations for positive self-concepts.
lllU S3I TelChlng In Urbm Schools Semester course; 3 lecture hours. 3 credits. For

llldlers and administrators in urban situations. Emphasis is given to the development of a

~ ol techniques for assessing the status of urban children and youth and in

. . . .Ing such information into programs.

~ TeM:hlng In lhe

Elementary School Semester course; 3 lecture hours.
for early childhood and elementary teachers and administrators.
fled experiences drawn from various curriculum areas, including the arts. Focus on
Cl'elliYe process and the role of the teacher in fostering creativity.

:"'DI
:

~

Desig~

:::;-- fM Adolescents Semester course; 3 lecture hours. 3 credits. This
. 8"ed to acquaint prospective and practicing teachers of English and
......'With t~ nature, scope, and uses of adolescent literature. The student is exposed
~ Rlitenals designed to meet the varied needs and interests of adolescents in the
lecondary schools.
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EDU 534 Photography in Instruction Semester course; ].6 cnidlll_.
photography as a medium of instruction will be developed by
by designing and producing photographic materials for the
use of photography by school pupils as a means of self-ecpreaion.
EDU 535 Problems of Sociill Sludles Instruction
5emes1ar
Prerequisite: permission of instructor and appropriate teaching
investigation into the nature of and alternatives to problems
while teaching. Developing and evaluating instructional altem1tiws
EDU !J1 Hisft School Curriculum Semester course; 3 lecture
the background and objectives 9f the modem high school; an
and current trends in curriculum construction and revision.
EDU Sl8 OrienYtion to Speech Pathology Semester course; 3
An introduction to the history, scope, and trends in the field al
include terminology, systems of classifications, and concepts al
therapy.
EDU 543 T-=hlng Hisft School Foreip .........
provide insight into effective secondary school foreign lallgulll! I
opportunities to the participants to upgrade their foreign
comprehension and speaking. Attention will be given to
techniques. Time will be availa.b le to observe an experienced telChl(
and technique5 taught.
EDU 544 The Middle School Curriculum Semester course; 3
Prerequisites: EDU 300 and 301 or PSY 301 or 302, or permission al
will focus upon an inquiry into the curriculum decision-making
education of pre- and early adolescents in the middle school.
EDU 549 Dewdopmentill Reading in the Secondiiry School
hours. 3 credits~ For prospective and practicing secondary school
explores theoretical concepts in learning and reading, and ti.
concepts into specific teaching procedures for students in the 9eCOltllllt
EDU S50 Foreip lM1gwge Perfonnmce and Program Ewlulllml
credits. Prerequisite: permission of instructor. Assessing student's
reading, and writing skills and knowledge of culture. Evaluating the
school's foreign language programs and instruction.
EDU 551 Swvey of Speciill Educlltion Semester course; 3 lecti.n
majors and non-majors. An overview of the field of special
exceptional children, programs, facilities, literature, services, and
first course for special education majors.
EDU 554/MAT 554 Appliations of Computen In the TNChkli al
course; 2 lecture and 2 laboratory hours. 3 credits. Prerequisites:
or permission of instructor. Introduction to computers and
language, BASIC. Applications of the computer in algebra,
statistics, and calculus.
EDU SSS Geography in Sociill Studies c..riculum Semester ~
credits. A survey of geographic concepts and processes as a basiS for
projects for and developing instructional approaches to geographY •
studies curriculum.
'
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Semester course; 3 lecture hours. 3

9'Nature and needs of the mentally retarded with emphasis upon the degrees of
, causes, and concomitant problems. Psychological bases for a suitable
are also explored.

ffSI (]yr;tderistlcs al the Emotionally Disturbed Semester course; 3 lecture hours.
A study of the causes and resultant problems involved in emotional disturbances
the implications for educational management.

551 Qwacteristlcs al Physically Hmdiapped

Semester course. 3 credits.
"te: EDU 451 . Exploration of a variety of childhood health problems which have
I, psychological, social, and educational impact on children, their families,
ities, and schools. Emphasis on understanding multiple handicapped children with
ions for rehabilitation and teaching.

9' Tmching the Physically Handicapped

Semester course. 3 credits. Prerequisites:
451, 458. Curriculum development, special materials, and classroom organization of
grade classes for physically handicapped children in day schools and clerical
....._ Special instructional procedures of the homebound child will be considered.
equipment and beneficial architectural modifications will be discussed.
Semester course; 3 lecture hours. 3 credits.
and needs of disadvantaged children with emphasis on

!61 TNChing the Mentally RetMded Semester course; 3 lecture hours. 3 credits.
um development and organization of activities for the mentally retarded at
with specific attention to: program content, equipment,

Emotionally Disturbed Semester course; 3 lecture hours. 3
Prerequisites: EDU 551 and 557. Curriculum development and organization of
ies for the emotionally disturbed, including program content, equipment, materials,
le!Ources.

Slow Levners Semester course; 3 lecture hours. 3 credits. Curriculum
and organization of activities for slow learners at different maturational
with specific attention to program content, materials, resources, and guidance.

SQ Te.ching

~t

the Gifted Semester course; 3 lecture hours. 3 credits. Curriculum
organization of activities for the gifted at different maturational levels
specific attention to program content, materials, resources, and guidance.
. . leKhing

• '-lkxmo...t and

SIS Young 0.ildren with Spec~I ~ Semester course; 1 or 3 hours. 1 or 3
overview of the nature and needs of young handicapped children, the
for early intervention and available resources. A television course for teachers,
' ind personnel in health professions with accompanying seminars.

lmiDlllle An

..

-~
tllciencY
.
e.d1ng Semester course; 3 lecture hours. 3 credits. Study of reading
..........__ . · '. diagnosis of reading difficulties of all age groups, administration and
---..,on
of i nd"1v1"d ua I reading diagnostic tests, and organization of reading
-..
.
--uaion for i nd"1v1·d uals or small groups.
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COURSE DESCRIPTIONS

,.._EducatioNI

EDU 568
~ al Children
Semester ~
credits. Study of tests and school-related procedures used in deternlinllllll
extent of l~arning deficits. Empha~is is placed on educational tools ...
to appropriate methodology for children with specific learning problemL
EDU 569 Teaching RemedW Arithmetlc Semester course; 3 lectun!
classroom and resource teachers working with children whose
significantly lower than grade-level placement or expectancy level;
learning problems in arithmetic at the child's level and to aid tNChels
development of skills and concepts.
EDU 570 Medial Aspects al Crippling Concltlons Semester coune; J
credits. Survey of medical conditions and special health problems •
educational planning and programming. Etiology, prognosis, and
conditions are discussed by medical specialists. Teacher-physician
explored. Planning for both the child and his environment to meet I*
included.
EDU 571 Eduation al Self Semester course; 3 lecture hours. 3 aedllre:
explore personal concerns of identity, relationship, and power in a
preparatory training for small group leadership and/or teaching.
education constructs, techniques, and procedures. Participants are aalllld
their concerns, discovering their patterns of emotional and
examining the consequences of these patterns, and generating and u~
behaviors, thus examining awareness of strategies for learning about self and
EDU 572 Practicum Semester course; 1~ credits, repeatable to nine
for advanced undergraduate or graduate students designed to study and
with practice; on-campus and field components supervised by university
seminars, conferences, selected readings, course projects, and other
and evaluated by student and supervisory faculty. Permission ol offeltnl
required.
EDU 575 Cross-Cultural Communications Semester course; 3 lecture houri.
experimentally-oriented seminar for persons preparing for or in careers
working relations with numbers of differing cultural-ethnic
white/black. Supported by out-of-class readings and exercises, the senM.attitudes, opinions, and self-perceptions operative within the seminar and
these to race relations' problems and change strategies within the laraer soc:illllli<
EDU 578 Creative Rhythmic Movement Semester course; 3 lecture houri.
study of the importance and place of movement and music in a school
uses of these media in teaching. Emphasis will be placed upon
accompaniment for movement and movement as an accompaniment to lftUllC.
will be given to analysis, improvisation, and creativity.
EDU 580 Human Interaction in Teaching Semester course; 3 lecture hCJUll.
Case-oriented study of effective behavior and its influence on the ~
learning. The content will emerge as the cases are presented and
participants.

COURSE DESCRIPTIONS
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Motor Developmelll of Small Children
Semester course; 3 lecture hours. 3
..,This course will deal with the development of small children, pre-school,
......-ien, and first-grade children, through physical education. Emphasis will be on the
ion of a program of motor development for each of these three groups. The
~ will be based on the research findings in such areas as perceptual-motor
lillllllllfJl'lterl't, motor learning, educational psychology, and others. Those students and
~ in the fields of physical education, special education, and elementary education
'10/d find this course useful in developing programs of motor development for their

.....-

IDU "1 TeKhinl Social Studies in the Element;uy School Semester course; 3 lecture
a.uis. 3 credits. Emphasis on methods and techniques for developing knowledge, skills,
llibides and values, and social action in the elementary grades. Attention given to
QlllicUlum organization, current practices, and trends in elementary social studies.
IDU m Movement Physiology Semester course; 2 lecture and 2 laboratory hours. 3
a.tits. Physiological processes in relation to bodily exercises in every day life and sports
ldivilies. Physiological changes in the human organism due to movement. Investigation
11111 IPJ>lication of research to physical education. Students must design, conduct, and
aiqilete a research study.
Semester course; 2 lecture and 2 laboratory
!lours. 3 credits. The theory of the construction of evaluative instruments in physical
llliailion with emphasis on a critical examination of existing measurement devices.
~s on the use of measurement as a tool for improving physical education programs.

BJU BS ltef-.ce and Blbliogr;aphy Semester course; 3 lecture hours. 3 credits. A
lludy .id evaluation of basic reference books and other bibliographical material most
liilquently used lo answer reference questions in a library.
BJU •

Ubrary Orpniution Semester course; 3 lecture hours. 3 credits. A study of
Midlmental methods, routines, and procedures in the acquisition, preparation, and
cln:ulition of books for a small library with special emphasis on the school library.

BJU 597 ~ng and Clasifiution Semester course; 3 lecture hours. 3 credits. A
lllsic course in cataloging the more common types of library materials. Practice in using
lhe Dewey Oassification subject headings, simple filing rules, and the use and adaptation
al printed cards and cataloging aids.

mu "'

AdministTation and Supervision of Physical Education Semester course; 3
3 cr~its. Guides for administrative and supervision policies and problems
~cal education. Observation techniques, standards for judging instruction, the
confere~e,_ cooperative supervision. Emphasis placed upon the common
met by administrators and supervisors.

~ ~rs.

:::!nssory

=

191 . Philoeophy of Education Semester course; 3
Anent· phi~hies which have contributed to the

lecture hours. 3 credits. A study of
present day educational system.
.. __ IOn will be given , to contemporary philosophies having an impact on planning for
· - programs.

mu•

aeclts. ConAdolescent ~ and Dftelopment Semester course; 3 lecture hours. 3
'-mer. E tem~ary. learning theories and their implications for teaching the adolescent
~mphas1s will be placed on specific problems of adolescent growth and
1 as they relate to the learning situation.
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EDU 601 SemiRill in O.ild Growth and l>ftelopinen1 Semester
3 credits. Intensive study of child growth and development
knowledge. Emphasis on current research.
'
EDU 604 Psycholinquistics and Lilnguilge Ms Cwricu1um
hours. 3 credits. An investigation of the psychological ~
behavior and the relationship of these processes to the
communication skills.
EDU 605 Anillysis ill'ld Correction of Classroom Reildlns ......._
lecture hours. 3 credits. An investigation of the problems arising flOllll
reading abilities found within the typical classroom. Emphasis Is
techniques within a classroom setting.

EDU 606 Review of Research Semester
the consumption and
research evidence.
EDU 608 History of Western Education Semester course; 3 lectun!
course will explore the development of educational thought and
times to the present, with special attention being given to the rllljar
American education since its beginning.
EDU 609 Leaming Strategies fot" the Oassroom
credits. A study of learning strategies used in classrooms i
concepts and issues related to the teaching-learning process. Materllls
be discussed in so far as they relate to principles of learning.
EDU 610 School and Community Relations Semester coune; 3 led\A
New concepts and specific techniques in school-community
involvement in educational planning; involvement in community
examination of evaluative projects for community use. Appropriate
relating theory to practice will be included.

EDU 613 Educational Oiange Semester course; 3 credits.
planned change in education through the use of systematic inquliy,
systems approaches through systems concepts. Provides opportunldll
develop "mini (classroom) changes" or "macro (school district) ~
of systems.
EDU 614 Contemporary Educational Thou&ht Semester course; 3 leclUl9
This course will be devoted to a critical examination of educalionll
emanating from contemporary writings on education. Students wll bl
develop critical skills of analysis in examining such writl,.S ulllllllW
philosophical perspectives.
EDU 615 Curriculum l>ftelopment Semester course; 3 lecture hcJulS. .J
studies and proposals dealing with curriculum i~-~.._..
personnel. Emphasis will be given to methods of involving l""'~
developing curriculum. Appropriate field-based experiences relliti"I thl-ftlal
be included.

COURSE DESCRIPTIONS
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Qlrriculum Seminar Semester course; 3 lecture hours. 3 credits. Aimed at

~

curriculum theorizing skills and examination of the confliding conceptions of
,. The formulation of definitions, classification of relevant information, inferring
wcu11.1m.
pedkling, development of models, and the formation of subtheories of curriculum.
Progrllll1S in EMly Olildhood Education
Semester course; 3 lecture hours. 3
§ludy of programs in early childhood education. Focus on purposes, practices, and
in early childhood education; translation of research findings into curriculum.

611

619 0rpniution ;me! Administration of VocniONl-Technical Education Semester
3 lecture hours. 3 credits. The analysis of administrative pradices associated with
oipnization and administration of occupational programs at the secondary and post
...,..iary levels. Specific areas of study involve leadership, personnel management and
...-ion, financial management, public relations, and responsibility to superordinates
_, tubofdinates.
g

P'ublic School Administration Semester course; 3 lecture hours. 3 credits. An
of the theory and practice of public school administration. Emphasis will be
on the roles of school boards, superintendents, principals, and supervisors at the
~ry and secondary levels. Appropriate field-based experiences relating theory to

,mice.
School I.aw Semester course; 3 lecture hours. 3 credits. legal aspects of
which include constitutional and statutory provisions and court

Semester course; 3 lecture hours. 3 credits. Prerequisite:
.....e standing. A study of theories, policies, and expenditures of school funds. Special
antion will be given to the practice of educational finance within the public school
*'tture. The course will include such topics as the school budget, financial accounting,
pun:hasing and supply problems, school equipment, and school insurance.

mu

'2J Seminar in Bementary School Administration Semester course; 3 lecture hours.
J Cledits. Prerequisite: consent of program chairman. Problems and issues in elementary
IEllDOI leadership. Major responsibilities of the elementary school principal. Enrollment
in administration.

IMiled to specialists

=··
mu ...

Mechanical Analysis of Human Motion Semester course; 2 'lecture and 2
......ory hours. 3 credits. Anatomical relationships dealing with arthrology, myology,
and physical principles as applied to mechanical and kinesiological
_._ hon of normal, abnormal, and growth and development functions. Students must
_ . , condua, and complete a research study.

~'25 ~

' - - In Physical Educnion Semester course; 3 lecture hours. 3
Recognition, discussion, and systematic analysis of controversial issues
ered in the condua of physical education programs.

lnaM.nt

... 61' Seminar
Cllldits.
of Motor Learning Performance
Semester course; 3 lecture hours. 3
~Analysis of early patterns of behavior and the development of physical skills in
llld fact ' adolescence, and adulthood. Consideration of differences in motor proficiency
~ors affeaing the acquisition of motor skills and concepts of motor learning with
to the improvement of instruaional pradices.
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EDU 6211 · School Personnel Administruion Semester course; l lectuiii
study of the personnel function in educational organizations.
techniques and problems of staff-personnel relationships in contt!lllpellwy

encountered
pilot study.
EDU 6JO Supervision of Instruction Semester course; J lecture
advanced course in modern concepts of supervision on the elet111'*•lllll
levels. Modern theories and practices of instruction will be examined,
based experiences relating theory to practice will be included.
EDU 6.11/ENG 6.11. Teadllng English to Mlrx.lty Groups
hours. l credits. A study of the problems confronted when teadlif11
from minority groups, with attention given to the importance of OOFl-lltMlllllli
of preserving cultural uniqueness. Some emphasis will be placed on the
English is a second language.
EDU 6.12 SemiNF in Dyn.lmics of RRding Readiness
3 credits. Intensive study of the emotional, social,
involved in development of pre-reading skills. Emphasis on current r-.:11
methodology.
EDU 633 Aurill Rehabilitation Semester course; 3 lecture hours. l
review in techniques
impaired child.
EDU 636/ENG 636 Teadling of Communication Semester course; l
credits. A study of traditional and modern instructional strategies fol'
forms of communication but with primary emphasis on the teaching al
secondary emphasis on reading and speech. The validity of strategies wll i.
student's own writing.
EDU fJ7 /ENG fJ7 Mass Media and the Teadling al English
hours. 3 credits. A study of the use of the mass media in the English
will be on teaching methods designed to take advantage of the studenl'I
the media. Special attention will be given to television and film.
EDU 638 Vocationill and Occupationill Adjustment for bcepllonll
course; l lecture hours. J credits. An orientation to occupations, occup111ionll
and problems of adjustment for the handicapped with emphalis on
handicapped. Emphasis is also placed upon implications of vocational lflll
adjustment problems for curriculum. Selected visitations to employi"I
integral part of the course.
EDU 639 SemiNr in Secondary School Admlnlstrnion
Semesh!I'
hours. 3 credits. Prerequisite: consent of program chairman. ProblemS
secondary school leadership. Major responsibilities of the secondarY
Enrollment limited to specialists in administration.
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improvement of Instruction in Distributive Eduation Semester course; 3

640 rs 3 credits. Prerequisite: DIE 405 or equivalent experience. Curriculum
: : : ~ of appropriate methods, application to secondary school, and adult

11JU 612 Malerials and Methods in Project Instruction Semester course; 3 lecture hours.
J credits. Development of specific related vocational curriculum materials for nonive distributive education classes at the secondary level.

Mt Qreer Eduation Concepts Semester course; 3 lecture hours. 3 credits.

Dlllred

to familiarize students with curriculum methods and procedures necessary to
....,iement career education. Emphasis on roles of school personnel and community
~ in career education programs.

IDU 645
41t1ors in

l'Ublic Relations Principles Semester course; 2 lecture hours. 2 credits. Basic
communications are applied to the public relations responsibilities of the
lllCher<oordinator and supervisor. The message, the audience, the media, and personal
llectiveness are included.

mu

'46 Media Center Development Semester course; 3 lecture hours. 3 credits. The
lllhft and scope of centralized educational media services for school districts, state

.,.ems, and

other centralized services.

IDU . . ~ation of Instructional Materials Semester course; 3 lecture hours. 3
Olldits. Development of materials for the classroom with an emphasis on determining
..iium, designing the message, producing the material, and evaluating the effect. The

clesian

of these materials will be predicated on the learning modes and instructional

llyles.

mu .., Educational Media: Theory and Practice Semester course; 3 lecture hours. 3
aedits. An analysis of educational media with emphasis on the use of media in
Instructional design and development of teaching strategies.
mu

Supemsory Leadership in Distributive Education Semester course; 3 lecture
credits. The role of the
supervisor in distributive education; principles of
Gell~ supervision; organization for observation, guidance, and training of teacherCXIOrdinators.
'50

~ 3

IDU '51 Topics in Education Semester course; 1-3 credits, repeatable to nine credits. A
: : . for the examination of a specialized issue, topic, readings, or problem in
•on. Check with department for specific prerequisites.

~'53

Curriculum Construction Semester course; 3-6 credits. Prerequisite: consent of
units. · Independent study; curriculum problems; organization and preparation of teaching
lludentOffered to individual students or on a conference or a seminar basis, depending on
needs and nature of study.

::rnt.1'54

~orld

·

of Work Seminars 1-3 lecture hours. Variable credit per seminar,
m nine hours. Repeatable field seminar designed to familiarize school personnel
..,...current information necessary to assist students in making appropriate and
..., ot~ career choices. Developed in cooperation with business, industry, military,
field _.:._. acets of our economy to explore career options, includes classroom as well as
-.-c> •ences.

'llllith
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EDU 6$5 _Technique al . _ . . . . . . Specific ........ Ullll-~
lecture hours. 3 credits. Prerequisites: EDU 566 and !68. ~
for the remediation of specific lansu. disabilities with ...........
Includes interpretation of diagnostic reports and the .........._
variety of specific remedial methodologies.
EDU 656 a.,.,.... Dftelopmatt few s-.iy .._. IP J ~
credits. Prerequisite: permi5$ion of instructor. An inteMlw . , _

"*INI• •

sequence of language acquisition and strategies for 1anguap
and profound mentally retarded and other severely handialpped ....__ _ ,
EDU 651 CIA'riculum Dellpt few Mealy .......
s.n._
Prerequisites: EDU 461/561 and 467/567. An examination o1 i . . 11111J
in selecting and developing curriculum for the mentally ......_
components: the content and behavior from re,oun:es Uled In ......
the instructional design and procedures, and ways ol fllllllllnl
mentally retarded.

~DU 658 Evaluallon al lllllrudlon Semester coune; l hours. J
develop skills and knowledge for the evaluation ol instructionll ...... . .
programs. Identification of appropriate criteria, procedures for callc:dl'I
evaluation processes for the purpose of aiding educationll ~
development including staff assignment, promotion, and tenuie . _ _....,,
program evaluation procedures, basic evaluation concepts, . . , l'RI••~
utilization as programs are initiated and implemented.

EDU 6S9 Hillory ... l'hilomphy al Voadonll-Technlml ......_
lecture hol!rs. 3 credits. An historical review of factors which ~
of vocational-technical education, including its-social, eca-*.
foundations. An analysis will be made of certain world-of-work
significant legislation which have given direction and focus lo voalianll
United States.

-111111•

a-m

EDU 660
~ In Eduallon
develop an understanding of and skills in a resean:h appolCh lo
making. ElllJlhasizes basic research concepts and diffetenl ~
processes appropriate for use in educational i~titutions. Includes
critical analysis of ~rch studies and drawing implications fol
Analyzes the assumptions, uses, and limitations of various edualllonll
Explores methodological and ethical issues in educ:Mional l9elldl. W.
conducts or designs a study in his area of educational specialiutlon.
EDU 661 OurKterlstic:s al Oiildren with ........ ~ 5erilllW
hours. 3 credits. The nature and needs of children with INmlftl dhlllllllllli
upon psychological and behavioral characteristics as related to eduadoNI
EDU 663 Curriculum Dewelopment In Vocatimul-Technlcal iEllllallllt
lecture hours. 3 credits. A study of the elements of curriculum dll191c.-lll!l!lll
learning experiences, outcomes) and staff leadership ~
identification, development, implementation, and evaluation ol oa:up• •
Emphasis will be given to vocational advisory commltt"5. ,......,.
developing competencies, 11nd meeting labor market needs.

COURSE DESCRIPTIONS
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~of Instruction in VoclllkNW-Technial Educlltion Semester course;
hotJrs. 3 credits. A study of the principles of supervision and their application
lldUlt! tional programs. Emphasis is given to administrative responsibilities associated
~r selection, growth,. and _eval~ation; the gui~ance and c~unseling program;
1.-lllOUIU''" improvement; in-service education; and educational leadership.

"6 rrocedures in Early Childhood Eduation

11JU

Semester course; 3 lecture hours. 3

An examination and analysis of teachi!lg procedures in early childhood with

.,.oric attention given

to research and actua_I'- practice in the school environment.

llJU flil Exercise Physiology: Instrumentation and Techniques Semester course;
llCIUll! and 4 laboratory hours. 3 credits. Designed to integrate practical and theoretical
mpects of exercise physiology; experiences will benefit the physical educator, the coach,
Ille athletic trainer, and the physiologist. Units include setting up and operating a
.,.,ement physiology laboratory and techniques of open-circuit spirometry, closed-circuit
tp11ome1ry, blood chemistry, and anthropometrics.
IDU "8 Methods of Oinical Te«hing Semester course; 3 lecture hours. 3 credits.
rierequisites: EDU 468, 568, and 661. Specific methodologies for teaching children with
Identified precognitive and cognitive learning disabilities using developmental, remedial,
llld compensatory approaches.
Supervision Semester course; 3 lecture hours. 3 credits.
ftactices and problems in providing school programs for handicapped and gifted children
.. both urban and rural communities are discussed.

mu '72

Advanced Practicum Semester course. 1-6 credits, repeatable to nine credits.
PleRquisite: Successful completion of one semester of practicum or equivalent and
pennission of department. Experiences for graduate students designed to study and
lnlegrate theory with practice; on-campus and field components supervised by university
flculty. Includes seminars, conferences, selected readings, course projects, and other
IClivities; designed and evaluated by student and supervisory faculty.

mu '73

Classroom Management of DlstU'bed Children

, Semester course; 3 lecture

houB. 3 credits. Discussion of method and techniques of managing classroom behavior.
Open only to advanced graduate students in the area of emotionally disturbed.

mu '7S Cuidance in the Elementary Schools Semester course; 3 lecture hours. 3
CR!dits. An examination of basic counseling and guidance approaches for working with
children. Emphasis will be given the developmental role of the elementary school
CDunselor. Specific methods for individual counseling, group counseling, and classroom
IUidlnce will be discussed and practiced.

mu

'75 Techniques of Counseling Semester course; 3 lecture hours. 3 credits. A study
ol techniques used in counseling with students, including interviewing and assisting

~s in gaining insight into personal problems and in making educational and
llOcatronal choices. Attention is given to theories of counseling and of personality.

: : 677 °'Pniutlon and Adminlstrlllion of Guidance Services Semester course; 3
lhe Ille ho_urs. 3 credits. A study of organizational principles and procedures necessary for
uted~ective ~~inistration of guidance services. Consideration is given to procedures
lhe •n establishing guidance programs or modifying existing ones (or both), including
-.:::::: of various community resources that can contribute to more effective guidance
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EDU 678 Career lnfortniltion and Explor;ation Semester COUf1e: l
Designed to provide the potential counselor with an und'1!111._..
approaches to career development grades K-adult. Emphasis WiU be
between counselor and student(s) in the career exploration and
A review of occupational, educational, and personal-social infoi 11......
made.
EDU 679

credits. An examination of
will be given to tests of
Emphasis will be placed
interpretation.
EDU 680 Advmced Counseling Techniques Semester course; 3 1ectui9
An advanced review of counseling approaches and recent developmenlS
group counseling. Emphasis on the utilization of systematic hU11111'1
concepts and techniques.
EDU 681 lnvestiptions and Trends in Tmching Semester coune; J
to nine credits. A course designed to familiarize teachers ;and nprros-:lhlil
recent trends and developments in ·course content, strategies for
experiences, and in presenting course material in their classrooms.
may be incorporated where appropriate.

EDU 682 c..nculum Development in Science Eduutlon

developed curriculum innovations which emphasize the initiation of
classroom work on current scientific trends, as well as special forl'llll
laboratory programs such as BSCS Biology, ISCS, IPS, and other programs.
EDU 6ID Designing Modular lnstructioNI Pacbses Semester course; 3
credits. A study of the theory underlying simulation and instructionll
application in the instructional process. Modular instructional packqes wll
with emphasis on their proper use as an instructional strategy.
EDU 684 Commt.wiity College Organlution and Admlnillrllllan
credits. Organizational patterns, administrative theories and practices •
community college education.
EDU 685 Community College lnstructioNI Stilff DeYelopnenl wl Sull.-wllllll..-_,
course; 3 credits. Study and evaluation of faculty supervision ;and
needs. Emphasis is placed upon the identification and ;analysis
responsibilities, and factors involved in the supervision of instructionll
designing staff development activities at the community college lel/el.
EDU 68' The Adult Eduatlon Movement Semester course; 3 lecture hoUll.The historical development of the adult education movement will be ......
events, laws, and personalities will be studied with ernph;asis on the
foundations and social imperatives inherent in the concept of life-lonl
effect of adult education history on the present will be an;alyzed with ,,_dalllr
on future trends.
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Adult Leamer Semester course; 3 lecture hours. 3 credits. The
"". the

hological, and socio-economic characteristics of adults will be studied.
will be placed on the differences between socio-economic groups and
~t occur with aging. The special characteristics of the disadvantaged and
willt be analyzed. Relevant learning theories and their implications for adult
I,

ps~s

will be explored.

lnlfNdioNI Strategies for Adults

Semester course; 3 lecture hours. 3 credits.
EDU 687. Systematic curriculum development models and specific teaching
that are effective with adults will be studied. Emphasis will be placed on
lizing instruction and the use of multi-media strat~ies. _The specific concepts _of
centers, learning centers, and programmed learning will be explored. Special
ion will be given to techniques for the disadvantaged and undereducated.

~-te:

'8 the community College Student Semester course; 3 credits. A study of the
ily college student as a developing individual and as a learner. Assessment and
ion of the special problems of the community college student and the institutional
unities for humanizing instruction and student services will be emphasized.

'90 Group Procedures in Counseling and Guidance Semester course; 3 lecture
jiaurl. 3 credits. Introduction to the group process, group counseling, and group guidance
ed and defined; basically theoretical.
IDU WI Student Personnel

~ices

in

H~

Education Semester course; 3 lecture

ltDurs. 3 credits. Prerequisites: EDU 676, 677. A course which focuses attention on
ltllNnistration decision making and problem solving in the area of student personnel

.,ms. Emphasizes the case study approach; students will participate in various
_...nistrative experiments requiring the employment of administrative theory and
p!IClice.

Education and Aging Semester course; 3 lecture hours. 3 credit hours. A study
d Ille educational implications of the aging process on the design, development delivery
11111 evaluation of programs for older adults. Educational characteristics of adults during
Iller maturity (55 and older) and various types of programs available will be examined.

mu HJ Lepl and Fiscal Aspects al Community College Education Semester course; 3
oedits. The legal framework of community college education. Federal, state, and local
llllulOfY and constitutional provisions bearing on administrative relationships with faculty
11111 students. Funding sources, policies, and procedures.
mu HI The Community College, Its History and Development Semester course; 3
llcture hours. 3 credits. Educational philosophy and its implementation will be reviewed
ID find the relationship and justification for the establishment of two year institutions of
"Wier education. Particular emphasis will be placed on the evolution of the
~ive community college.

mu 18!;

Guidance Seminar Semester course; 3 lecture hours. 3 credits. PrerequisitP:

~thele

the knowledge and skills from the various disciplines as they relate to the work

~ 10 advanced students with permission of instructor. An advanced course designed to
PIOVide a means for intensive study of guidance services. The approach will be to
COUnselor.

~~ Adult "°1P'am Management and Evaluation Semester course; 3 lecture hours.
ldult •ts. Various administrative theories and patterns of management appropriate for

~programs as well as management principles and techniques will be studied.

ltuden s will be placed on program promotion, staff recruitment, in-service training, ·
~ J>ersonnel services, and program evaluation. The various evaluation models will be
•udent. :.ormat'.ve evaluation will be stressed to improve instructional strategies, validate
iagnos1s and placement, and to restate program objectives.I
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EDU flJ1 The Community School Semester course; 3 lechn
development and utilization of the community school
Community-wide use of school facilities and the illllONement ol
the learning process will be studied. Emphasis will be placed on lhe
organizational structure, staffing, and curriculum of the community
of the community school to implement "life-long learning" wiH be
EDU 6!18 Adult Eduation Seminar Semester course; 3 lectuie hauls:
to second semester graduate students. Current problems in adult
and discussed. Each student will review and report on .-O.
problems identified. Emphasis will be on the synthesis and
knowledge gained in current and prior graduate courses.
EDU 700 Internship Semester course; 1-6 credits, repeatable to
planned experiences for advanced, graduate students designed to
competencies; carried out in a setting, under supervision of an
Plan of work designed by intern with prior approval of the
Internship activities monitored and evaluated by university faculty.
equivalent may be required for some internships. Permission of ~Plltmli
EDU 701 "Thesis Semester course; 6 credits. A research study ol •
approved by the student's supervisory committee and completed In
acceptable standards for thesis writing.
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West Franklin Street
43 Millhiser House-Student C'.eflter, 916West Franklin Street
44 Gampus Security-918\Nest Franklin Street
45 Offices of Admissions and Au11iliary Enterprises
and University Services. 920 West Franklin Street
_46 Scu!pture Studio
47 Department of Art History, 922West Franklin Street
48 Meredith House-dormitory, 1014 West Franklin Street
49 Community Music School, 1617 Monument Avenue
50 Sculpture Studio
51 Lafayette Halt-dormitory, 312 North Shafer Street
52 ·Physical Plant Warehouse and Shops, 6 South linden Street
53 School of Business Building, 1015 Floyd Avenue
54 Future site for dormitory
55 Holiday Inn-Office of Continuing Education,
Office of Research af'ld Graduate Studies. 301
\'\lest Franklin Street
56 Commonwealth Times-301 North Shaler Street
57 F\.Jrchasing, General Accounting, 1207 North Boulevard
58 Oliver Hall-SchOol of Education. 16 South
Harrison Street
59 Physical Sciences Building. 1015 West Main Street
60 Department of Sculpture. 1225-27West Broad Street
61 Center for Improvement of Teaching Effectiveness (CITE), 310 North Shafer Street

Information Office. 901 'Nest Franklin Street, phone
770-6557
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